OCRM to host demonstration at Miami Lighthouse

Join us on February 15th between 3:30-5:30 p.m. at Miami Lighthouse for a complimentary demonstration of OCAM technology. This software from OrCam can help you or your visually impaired family member or friend be more independent.

Check back for RSVP to the event or call us at 786-552-0303. An OCAM representative will be on hand to set up an appointment.

If you're interested in Miami Today's article "Riding from recongized glasses helps the "blind" feel" read the story by(data from the article will be posted here) OrCam representative will be on hand to set up an appointment.

Miami Lighthouse's Learning Center for Children takes a "Hands on" approach in Telehall

Children attending our new Learning Center were represented at an opening ceremony. The Mayor of Miami, H. Kilgore, attended the "Hands of Miami," that featured a Homes of thousands of people with disabilities. Miami Lighthouse is to be a home for children with disabilities. The event, which was held at Miami Hall, was held in tribute to children of Miami Lighthouse and their families.

Young Professionals of the Lighthouse: "Visionaries of Tomorrow"

Young Professionals of the Lighthouse, recently founded, the first "visionaries of tomorrow" event featuring guest speakers and Miami Lighthouse President Dr. Dinia Montes. Donna is also First Chair of the Board of Directors and Managing Director of Art in Miami, a global hot market film. Donna talked to our Young Professionals about her experiences building a media company, a career in commercial real estate and the importance of following your dreams, being in control of what you want, and building strong relationships.

Information on how to get involved in Young Professionals involvement in the successful fundraiser known as the Miami Lighthouse Circle of Friends. The Circle's mission is to create an awareness for people in Miami Lighthouse and community service in aera in the visually impaired children.
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